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FRIDAY, DECEMBER 9, 2022
Morning Ceremony  |  9:30 a.m.
COLLEGE OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE
COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES
(ONLY PSYCHOLOGY AND PHILOSOPHY)
Dr. Leslie Anglesey, Introduction of Graduates
Dr. Jurg Gerber, Mace Bearer

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 9, 2022
Afternoon Ceremony  |  2:30 p.m.
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES
(EXCEPT PSYCHOLOGY AND PHILOSOPHY)
Dr. William Ellegood, Introduction of Graduates
Dr. Rob Adams, Mace Bearer

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 10, 2022
Morning Ceremony  |  9:30 a.m.
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
COLLEGE OF SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
Dr. William Edgington, Introduction of Graduates
Dr. David Burris, Mace Bearer

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 10, 2022
Afternoon Ceremony  |  2:30 p.m.
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND MEDIA
COLLEGE OF HEALTH SCIENCES
Dr. G. Kevin Randall, Introduction of Graduates
Kate Borcherding, Mace Bearer

PROGRAM

PROCESSIONAL
The Presidential Party enters.

POMP & CIRCUMSTANCE [Edward Elgar]
Conductor—Dr. Sandy Hinkley

WELCOME
Dr. Michael T. Stephenson,
Provost and Senior Vice President for Academic Affairs
The audience will stand for Posting of the Colors and remain standing respectfully until the ROTC Color Guard has exited the auditorium.

POSTING OF THE COLORS
SHSU ROTC Color Guard

THE STAR-SPANGLED BANNER
[Text: Francis Scott Key;
Music: John Stafford Smith]
Professor Christopher Michel, Song Leader

INTRODUCTION OF PLATFORM PARTY
Dr. Michael T. Stephenson,
Provost and Senior Vice President for Academic Affairs

INTRODUCTION OF SPEAKER
Dr. Alisa White,
President, Sam Houston State University

COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS—
FRIDAY MORNING, DEC. 9
Troy Finner
Chief, Houston Police Department

COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS—
FRIDAY AFTERNOON, DEC. 9
Shelley Dacus
Kingwood regional president and CEO at First Financial Bank NA

COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS—SATURDAY, DEC. 10
Morgan Chesky
Correspondent, NBC News

CONFERRING OF DEGREES
Dr. Alisa White,
President, Sam Houston State University

REMARKS TO THE GRADUATES
Mr. Larry Larrison,
President, Alumni Board of Directors

ALMA MATER
[Allen R. Hightower III/Anonymous]
Professor Christopher Michel, Song Leader

RECESSIONAL
RONDEAU [Jean-Joseph Mouret]
Conductor—Dr. Sandy Hinkley

Audience seated for Processional and Recessional.
As a courtesy, please refrain from using noise makers during the graduation ceremony.
**PRESIDENT’S CABINET**

Alisa White, PhD | President

Michael T. Stephenson, PhD | Provost & Senior Vice President for Academic Affairs

Amanda Withers, MBA | Chief Financial Officer and Vice President of Operations

Heather Thielemann, EdD | Senior Vice President for Strategic Enrollment and Innovation

Thelma Mooney, BBA | Interim Vice President for University Advancement

Drew Miller, PhD | Interim Vice President for Student Affairs

Bobby Williams Jr., MA | Director of Athletics

David Glaser, Major General (ret.), MBA | Chief Strategy Officer

Jeff Harris, MBA | Chief Marketing Officer

McCartney Johnson, EdD | Deputy to the President

**ACADEMIC ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICERS**

Michael T. Stephenson, PhD | Provost and Senior Vice President for Academic Affairs

Anne R. Gaillard, PhD | Vice Provost

Ronald E. Shields, PhD | Dean, College of Arts and Media

Sharmistha Self, PhD | Dean, College of Business Administration

Phillip M. Lyons, PhD | Dean, College of Criminal Justice

Stacey L. Edmonson, EdD | Dean, College of Education

Emily A. Roper, PhD | Dean, College of Health Sciences

Chien-pin Li, PhD | Dean, College of Humanities and Social Sciences

Thomas Mohr, DO | Dean, College of Osteopathic Medicine

John B. Pascarella, PhD | Dean, College of Science and Engineering Technology

Kenneth E. Hendrickson III, PhD | Dean, The Graduate School

Kimberly Bell, PhD | Dean, Honors College

**BOARD OF REGENTS**

THE TEXAS STATE UNIVERSITY SYSTEM

Brian McCall, Chancellor | Austin

Duke Austin, Chairman | Houston

Garry Crain, First Vice Chairman | San Marcos

Alan L. Tinsley, Second Vice Chairman | Madisonville

Charlie Amato | San Antonio

Sheila Faske | Rose City

Dionicio (Don) Flores | El Paso

Nicki Harle | Baird

Stephen Lee | Beaumont

William F. Scott | Nederland

Gabriel Webb, Student Regent | The Hills

**SHSU ALMA MATER**

Hail to Sam Houston,
School we love best,
Mighty in battle,
True to the test.

Bearkats so loyal,
Ever we’ll be.
Orange and white will lead
Us to victory!

Hail, Alma Mater
Hats off to you,
Ever you’ll find us
Loyal and true;

Firm and undaunted,
Ever we’ll be,
Here’s to the school we love
Here’s a toast to thee.

First verse sung at August 9, 2003 commencement by composer Allen R. Hightower III. Second verse, Anonymous.
Dear Graduate,

Congratulations on your momentous achievement! You now hold a degree from Sam Houston State University, one of the top educational institutions in the country. You will join other Bearkat alumni who are trailblazers in their fields, and we are delighted you will represent SHSU in your career and community.

College graduation is a memorable occasion, not only for you, but also for your family, friends, and mentors. Your success represents your sacrifice, commitment, hard work, and determination to create more career and personal options for your future. No doubt you have had many opportunities here, and I am looking forward to seeing how you will use what you’ve learned and experienced to meet the challenges and opportunities of the future.

During your time at SHSU, the faculty and staff invested in you, offering support, encouragement, and wisdom that comes with past experiences. You made a difference and enriched our campus community, forever leaving your mark at Sam Houston State. Now you can carry the torch passed to you by investing in the lives of those across the state and nation. Our university motto, “The measure of a Life is its Service,” provides a meaningful standard by which we can evaluate ourselves as people of purpose who provide value to others. You put the motto in action when you volunteered your time and energy on and off campus, in support of organizations and causes you value. I sincerely hope you have enjoyed your journey towards greater knowledge, skills, and growth. Your unique experiences here, as well as the final culmination of earning your degree, will open many doors for you.

As you move forward with your future plans in starting your career, continuing your studies, or building a successful life, know that you are well prepared but never be afraid to ask for or extend a helping hand. Once a Bearkat, always a Bearkat. And today the entire Bearkat family celebrates your achievement.

Sincerely,

Dr. Alisa White
Troy Finner discovered a love for law enforcement while taking a class at Sam Houston State University and went on to earn his bachelor’s degree in criminal justice. Graduating at the top of his class and the first college graduate in his family, he went on to pursue a master’s degree in criminology from the University of Houston-Clear Lake.

Born in Houston’s Fifth Ward and raised in the neighborhood of Hiram Clarke, it was an easy decision to return to his hometown roots by joining the Houston Police Department.

Finner’s HPD career has spanned more than three decades, beginning in 1990 as a patrol officer. As he moved up the ranks, he began performing duties that included outreach with at-risk youths in high-crime areas, serving as a liaison to the mayor’s office and working with internal affairs command.

In 2021, Finner was named HPD Chief of Police, serving the fourth largest city in the United States. A leader from the front line during major events, civil unrest and protests, Finner embraces the use of technology and data-driven analysis in the reduction of crime.

Finner has a proven record of bringing unity within the community with operational improvements and initiatives. He is especially committed to youth mentoring programs that aid in bridging the gaps in trust and communication with the police.
Shelley Dacus received a Bachelor of Business Administration in Finance from Sam Houston State University with a minor in Banking in 2002. She graduated from University of Wisconsin’s Graduate School of Banking in 2015.

Her community involvement includes TBA Bank Leadership Council, Texas Future Bankers task force, membership in Financial Women of Texas and Vistage International, and staying involved with her church in the Woodlands.

Shelley started her career in banking in 2003 in a credit analyst program with Amegy Bank. She is presently the Kingwood regional president and CEO at First Financial Bank NA.

She brings 20 years of banking experience to the position and was part of the Commercial State Banking team that was purchased by First Financial in 2018 where she served as executive vice president and chief lending officer. In her role as regional president & CEO, she is responsible for expanding First Financial’s commercial banking footprint in the greater Houston Market.

Shelley has a soon to be 16-year-old daughter and 12-year-old son both involved in sports. She is also the mom of three Labrador puppies.
Morgan Chesky is a correspondent for NBC News whose reports can be seen on NBC Nightly News with Lester Holt, The Today Show, and all NBC platforms. While based in Dallas, Texas, assignments have taken the 5th generation Texan all over the world.

Most recently, Chesky spent a month in Ukraine where he reported on the deepening war with Russia. His team’s interviews from the city of Zaporizhzhia provided critical accounts of how the Russian military took over Europe’s largest nuclear power plant and began imprisoning employees believed to be loyal to Ukraine.

On May 24th, when a gunman opened fire at Robb Elementary in Uvalde, Chesky was one of the first to report the heartbreaking details live from the scene and spent the ensuing weeks and months covering the investigation into law enforcement’s response.

Prior to joining NBC News, Chesky anchored and reported in Seattle, Oklahoma City, Austin and Tyler Texas where he built his career on stories ranging from Cuba reopening to American tourists, a solar eclipse at 30,000 feet, to a custody dispute over a pair of pet hogs.

Chesky is a proud graduate of Sam Houston State University where he graduated in 2008 with a bachelor’s degree in Mass Communications with an emphasis in Broadcast Journalism.

While a student at Sam, Chesky began his broadcasting career inside the Dan Rather Communications building as a (incredibly nervous) KSHU sports anchor and classic rock deejay before finding his calling in the news department.

Chesky credits his career to his mother Karen and grandparents Bryan and Ada Betty Finley, who made sure he realized how big the world was from his hometown of Kerrville, Texas and never missed an opportunity to share an overseas headline or catch the evening news.
ACADEMIC REGALIA

The academic costume worn at official functions today originated in the Middle Ages, when a warm gown and hood were useful to university scholars and clerics in unheated buildings. Through the years, the growth in the number of universities caused confusion about the proper regalia so a Code on Academic Costume was established. Today, The American Council on Education reviews and updates these traditions.

The four-sided mortarboard is recommended for both men and women. The cap is always black and should match the material of the robe.

Gowns are generally black. The bachelor’s gown is simple, with long pointed sleeves. The master’s gown will have either long sleeves with narrow wrist opening or long sleeves with the hand emerging from the sleeve at elbow length. The doctor’s gown is fullest in cut with velvet panels down the front and around the neck, as well as three velvet bars on the bell-shaped sleeves.

Length of the hood represents degree level: the master’s hood is three and one-half feet long and the doctor’s hood is four feet long. The velvet trim on the edge of the hood is three inches wide for the master’s degree and five inches wide for the doctor’s degree. The color indicates the field of study. A color or pattern between the trim indicates the university awarding the degree.

HOOD TRIM COLORS INDICATE THE FOLLOWING FIELDS:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Field</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maize</td>
<td>Agriculture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>Arts, Letters, Humanities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drab</td>
<td>Commerce, Accounting, Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lilac</td>
<td>Dentistry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copper</td>
<td>Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light Blue</td>
<td>Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orange</td>
<td>Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burgundy</td>
<td>Family and Consumer Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brown</td>
<td>Fine Arts, Including Architecture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russet</td>
<td>Forestry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sage Green</td>
<td>Health and Kinesiology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crimson</td>
<td>Journalism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purple</td>
<td>Law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lemon</td>
<td>Library Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green</td>
<td>Medicine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pink</td>
<td>Music</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apricot</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sea Foam Green</td>
<td>Optometry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silver Gray</td>
<td>Oratory (Speech)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olive Green</td>
<td>Pharmacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue</td>
<td>Philosophy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peacock Blue</td>
<td>Public Administration &amp; Foreign Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salmon Pink</td>
<td>Public Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Golden Yellow</td>
<td>Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cream</td>
<td>Social Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citron</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scarlet</td>
<td>Theology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gray</td>
<td>Veterinary Science</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

UNIVERSITY MACE

The University Mace is symbolic of the authority of the Board of Regents, The Texas State University System, and the Office of the President of Sam Houston State University. The senior tenured faculty member carries it during academic convocations. It was first used at summer commencement on August 20, 1988.

The mace was designed and hand crafted by the late Charles R. Jedlicka, Associate Professor of Industrial Technology. The crown is a circular casting bearing the name of the University and date of establishment, 1879. The circle features the lone star, the state emblem, in the center. Names of past University presidents with their dates of service are engraved on the brass collar below the crown.

The walnut staff is bound in brass and has a hexagonal head with inlays of pecan for the state tree, recessed brass medallions cast with designs for General Sam Houston, Austin Hall, Old Main, Bearkats, and the completion date of the mace. The holder base or stall is six-sided to match the mace head.
To reflect their achievement, graduates who have earned undergraduate academic excellence receive a gold cord at graduation plus an appropriate notation on their academic transcript. The gold cord indicates one of the following academic achievements: Summa Cum Laude, Magna Cum Laude, Cum Laude.

Degrees conferred Cum Laude, Magna Cum Laude, and Summa Cum Laude reflect an outstanding grade point average with a minimum of 32 semester hours earned in residence (resident classroom instruction). The distinction and corresponding grade point averages are: Cum Laude 3.50 - 3.66; Magna Cum Laude 3.67 - 3.85; Summa Cum Laude 3.86 - 4.00.

The Department Academic Distinction Program is an individualized learning experience that provides qualified students with a comprehensive introduction to meaningful research under the guidance of a designated faculty advisor.

Participation in the Honors College is based on a competitive selection process and provides outstanding academic opportunities and distinct undergraduate college experiences. Upon successful completion of the requirements of the Honors College—24 semester hours of Honors courses and two special seminars—the student’s academic transcript will indicate graduation “With Honors” and the student may wear an Honors medallion with academic regalia. To be designated as having graduated “With Highest Honors,” the student must also successfully complete a special senior project involving original research and/or an effort of creative expression.

NOTE: Semester credit hours earned in correspondence courses are not considered “resident classroom instruction” hours and are not used in determining the minimum semester credit hour requirement for academic honors: Cum Laude, Magna Cum Laude, Summa Cum Laude, Dean’s List, and President’s Honor Roll. However, the semester credit hours and grade points earned for correspondence courses are included in the calculation of the overall grade point average.

Sam Houston State University is proud to recognize graduating Veterans and military members with a specially designed veterans stole. The orange stole features camouflage tips bearing the SH logo on the right and the American flag with Veteran designation on the left. On behalf of the entire Sam Houston State University community, President Alisa White and the SHSU Administrative Officers extend their deepest gratitude and congratulations to these distinguished graduates.

Commencement is a ceremonious occasion honoring important educational accomplishments. Decorum and courtesy are important to you and your family, as well as your fellow degree candidates and their families. Students and guests are expected to maintain a measure of decorum consonant with the occasion.

Only the official photographer is allowed on the floor by the stage.

Candidates will cross the stage as listed in the program.
HONOR GRADUATES

Numerals Denote Academic Honors
1 = Cum Laude  4 = with Honors/Honors College
2 = Magna Cum Laude  5 = with Highest Honors/Honors College
3 = Summa Cum Laude  6 = with Academic Distinction in an Academic Discipline

Jessica Ann Abbe  
Baby Adebanjo  
Sebastian Aguierre  
Grace Aguierre  
Marwa Al Jafar  
Leah Marie Alberto  
Conrad Matthew Albrecht  
Emilee Grace Alexander  
Helga Elizabeth Alexander  
Melissa Gissel Almendarez Cardenas  
Allison Kate Almond  
Ranchel Aleli Alvarado  
Lucero Amarya  
Tyra Victoria Anderson  
Isaura Arellano  
Anna Marie Armstrong  
Grace E. Atkins  
Boluwafie Oyindamola Babalola  
John Clayton Baker III  
Cecilia Idalma Banegas  
Karina Barcenas  
Cynthia Barron  
Pharceni Ajanique Battle  
Naomi M. Baum  
Alyssa Nicole Beauchamp  
Isaiah Michael Bell  
Esther Bennett  
Maddie Darling Biehl  
Hannah Lauren Bliski  
Charles Connor Birkes  
Victoria Amber Birmingham  
William Brock Bohacek  
Katherine Elizabeth Bone  
Sara Alondra Bonilla  
Isabel Amador Bozarth  
Sabrina Abigail Braden  
Mia Marie Brown  
Camienne E. Buell  
Maci Blayke Bumpurs  
Klausen Bushi  
Nicki Renea Byrd  
Azamvet Cabrera  
Elyssa Ann Cammack  
Klarissa Maria Cantu  
Kimberly Dean Carr  
Fernanda Casanova  
Abigayle Anne Cashuric  
Miguel Alejandro Castaneda  
Joshua Lee Ceniceros  
Hannah Isabella Renee Chalmers  
Jayla V. Chambers  
Valerie Yasmeen Chavez  
Skylar Rayne Clark  
Ciara N. Clark  
Brenna D. Cloud  
Sydney Elizabeth Cohrs  
Katie Danielle Collins  
Haley Danielle Combs  
Mallory Anne Compton  
Shani Karys Coppedge  
Estefani Cortes  
Nelymar Cortez  
Diana Aritosy Cortez  
Elizabeth Marie Craig  
Michael Thomas Crass  
Valerie Elaine Crawford  
Shane Weston Darilek  
Heather Lynn Davis  
Benjamin Yount Dawson  
Jaymi A. Deans  
Hannah Elizabeth Deeringer  
Alexandra Nicole Demack  
Murat Demircali  
Kiley Lynn Demmer  
Amani Mariyah Denman  
Angelica Ashley Contras Devera  
Jaclyn Abigail Dickerson  
William Tyler Diezli  
Riley Kendall Doer  
Ryan Anthony Dolezal  
Angelica Lynn Dominguez  
Gia Sharai Donahoe  
Kazai Drew  
Jennifer Meagan Duckett  
Yasmine Alaoui Dunn  
Emily Osatohanmwen O Edookuonghae  
Alexis Nicole Edwards  
Elizabeth A. Edwards  
Nissi Peter Ekanem  
Katelyn E. Emshoff  
Antonio William Estrada  
Sydney Gabrielle Ferguson  
Neyfi Carolina Fernandez  
Ashley Lynn Field  
Michelle Caroline Fitzgerald  
Cesar Omar Flores  
Alex Je'marcus Davion Franklin  
Jasmine Marie Frechel  
Elisa M. Freeman  
Sabrae Makenzie Fuentes  
Emma Patricia Garcia Lopez  
Kelsey Drue Gibbs  
Xhorxhina Gjoka  
Jamie Elaine Goerlitz  
Stephanie Y. Gonzaga  
Daniela Gonzalez  
Elinar Andrea Gonzalez  
Iliana M. Gonzalez  
Laura A. Gonzalez  
Jayla Denise Good  
Jayesh Gorkhali  
Madeline Ann Gough  
Amber Jill Graham  
Jarod Grant  
Mariah Elise Graves  
Matthew Gordon Green  
Kathaleen Ashley Greenwood  
Will Garrison Gregory  
Gabriel Emmanuel Griffin  
Diane Grubb  
Madeline Elizabeth Gubser  
Kayla Anne Gulley  
Andrew P. Gutierrez  
Elsa Jeanette Gutierrez Izaguirre  
Elena Marie Guy  
Caitlyn Marie Hall  
Reece Ann Haralson  
Trinity M. Hardy  
Cory Logan Harper  
Nia S'mone Harris  
Karrington Alyssa Hasty  
Ethan Jay Hatch  
Hannah Marie Haymark  
Ashley Rachael Heid  
Lena Renee Henderson  
Joselyn Hernandez  
Eva Soledad Hernandez  
Arleth Y. Herrera  
Matthew Labra Herrera  
Lajada Jalea Vonsha Hicks  
Madison Nicole Hicks  
Felecia J. Hoeschele  
Erika Brannon Hoffpauir  
Briana Nicole Holmes  
Marina Elizabeth Honick  
Samuel House  
Caleb J. Houseman  
Emily Eileen Howell  
Abigail G. Hudson  
Jessica Michelle Hulen  
Karen Yaneth Ibarra  
Mary Elizabeth Ithil  
Blair Li Na Jacobsus  
Jack David Johnson  
Mary Elizabeth Jones  
Ian Edward Jones  
Nevin Jones  
Patrick Ryan Jordan  
Joeyvania Juarez  
Dylan Michael Kent  
Heather Marie Keys  
Anjali Malati Khisty  
Hannah Louann Kincade  
Timothy Garrett King  
Sara Makenzie Kirk  
Kristina Koci  
Mary Grace Konarik  
Luke Charles Kopech  
Rochelle Jean Korpi  
Zachary Michael Landis  
Cassidy Alexandra Larsen  
Arif Justin Law  
Quang Huu Le  
Alyssa Ler Ee Lee  
Rileigh Kay Lenk  
Roxanne N. Leon  
Anthony Eugene Lewis  
Luz Elena Limon  
Vivian Nicole Lipp  
Brittany L. Long  
Ryan Thomas Lopez

* Academic honors are designated only for undergraduate students completing their baccalaureate degrees.
* The only honors recognized on-stage at commencement are Latin honors, Honors College, and Academic Distinction in a specific discipline.
* The list includes all students who applied through 10/26/2022
* Records protected by Confidentiality are not listed.
Evelyn Susana Lopez 1,4
Jill Thomas Loria 1
Isabel Yahaira Machado 1
Ashley Maiden 1
Vanessa Maldonado 2
Eric Allen Manis 3,5
Emily Noelle Manthei 1
Corey M. Markoski 1
Amaya L. Marshall 1
Fabian Martinez 1
Giselle L. Martinez 1,4
Melanie Melissa Martinez 2
Maricarmen Martinez 2
Hannah Elizabeth Mascorro 3
Jenna Michelle Massey 1
Taylor Britney Mathis 1
Zoe Gehred Matranga 3
Beverly Ann McCagg 1
Katie Morgan McClendon 1
Rachel Lynn McClure 1
Devin Hollis McCleskey 1
Katrina Marie McGuire 2
Aliy Sierra McKendree 1
Andrea Elizabeth McWhorter 1
Amanda Kay Mechell 2
Darian Cain Medran 3
Emily Catherine Meinke 4
Emily Beth Merka 2
Tyler Scott Mewbourne 3
Mckayla Elizabeth Miertschin 1
Jerin Beth Milam 2
Kameron Robert Mills 1
Megan Danielle Mills 1
Bailey Aleeya Mills 3
Daniel James Minke 2
Jasmine M. Montalvo 1
Jonathan Edward Montrose 1
Jessica Briana Moore 1
Emilio Esteban Morales 1
Kathrin Medice Morgan 1
Karley Jane Morris 2
Nicholas Alexander Morris 2
Bailey Rebekah Moss 1
Caroline Grace Muirheid 1
Claire Eunice Murphy 2
Kathryn Nichole Murphy 3
Laura Madison Murphy 3
Parker Scott Myers 2
Jessica Marie Nahuacatl Castillo 2
Alyssa Nikol Nail 3
Chrisell A. Navarrete 1
Marta Elizabeth Ness 2
Khalid Samir M Noman 3
Emily Elizabeth Norsworthy 2
Calvin Michael Stephen Novotny 1
Sawyer Ashton Nowak 1
Gresia Rubid Nunez 1
Glory Chidubem Okechukwu 1
Epifanio Olivera 2
Natalie Noel Ondrush 3
Makiya Elaysia Owens 1
Amber Nicole Pace 1
Jaqueline Palacios 2
Aditi Tushar Patil 3,5
Hannah B. Patterson 2
Journey Grace Langerhans Peacock 3
Haley Marie Pena 2
Taylor Marie Pennington 3
Sara Hunter Perez 2
Rachel Perry 3
Crosby Pineda 1
Fernando Pizano 1
Haley Elaine Plymont 1
Erin Marie Pope 2
Nicole Christine Popp 1
Alexa Nicole Primacio 1
Curtis Russell Purfory 1
Jose David Ramos 14
Arianna Colette Ramp 3
Kailan N. Randle 1
Mariana Raufl
Amber Lynn Reyes 1
Amy N. Riggins 1
Emma May Ritzberger 1
Martha Rivera 3
Karmya C. Roberts 4
Ciara Paige Robertson 3
Abigale Marie Robinson 3
Megan Isabelle Robinson 1
Shayla Myana Rocker 1
Celeste Rodriguez 1
Maximiliano Rodriguez 1
Sindi Areli Rodriguez 2
Jenna Cassandra Rodriguez 1
Julia M. Rodriguez 1
Marcos Rodriguez 1
Korbyn Dale Rolf 1
Jennyfer Romero 1
Allyson Lauren Rooney 2
Carolynn M. Rose 2
Javon Dale Rougely 1
Erin Nicole Rowley 2
Justin David Ruiz 1
Kassandra Itzel Ruiz Barrera 1
Ryan Nicole Rummage 2
Pamela Russell 1
Nicholas Raphael Russell 2
Cortney Blaine Rutter 1
Helen Salazar 2
Catherine Mabel Salazar 2
Jade Lynzee Salinas 2
Kazzandra Rico Sanchez 1
Graice Nicole Sanders 1
Payton Libby Schoolcraft 3,5,6
Abigail Elizabeth Schuessler 2
Krista Rose Schulz 1,4
Robert Cole Schweiker 1
Katelyn Noelle Searcy 3
Ashlyn A. Segovia 1
Daisy M. Segovia 1
Norli Tais Servin 1
Mackenzie Brooke Shephard 2
Kristin Renee Shires 3
Alyssa R. Simmons 1
Megan Nicole Simonsen 1
Riley S. Skains 1
Anastasia Destiny Skeen 1
Chloe Elizabeth Smith 2
Montana Temple Smith 1
Paige Elizabeth Snowden 1
Giovanna Antonela Sorria 2
Evelyn Soto 1
Keller James Southard 2
Ronald Joseph Spanos 2
Grace Marie Stegemoller 2
Lola Breanna Stewart-Morris 2
Kalyn Elaine Stigger 4
Elizabeth Avery Stokes-Kujawa 1
Hannah Ashleigh Stouffer 2
Mekayla Koryn Strahan 1
Cierra Di’Ann Sutton 1
Bianna Lee Tait 2
Anna Takahashi 2
Cheyenne Laquel Tant 2
Miranda Renee Thomas 2
Halle Marie Thomas 2,4
Molli Raye Thompson 1,4
Tiffany Lynne Thompson 2
Marcos A. Tise 1
Jocelyn Geralyn Tobias 1,4
Anthony M. Torres 1
Khoa Duc Tran 1
Aubrey R. Trevino 1
Isabella Marie Trujillo 1,4
Preston Duy Truong 3
Maku Kaosi Uzoma Ubajaka 2
Izabella Christine Urbani 2
Celeste Vazquez 1
Leslie Abigail Villalpando 1
Vanessa Anne Villarreal 2
Madison S. Villarreal 2,4
Calla Jane Vinton 2
Fidel Joaking Vizcaino 1
Miranda Domenique Wachel 2
Reanna M. Waddell 1
Haley Marie Nicole Walker 2
Rachel Irene Walker 2
Morgan Walker 1
Sapphire Lizette Washington 2
Maria Elizabeth Watkins 2,4
Jayden Edward Webb 1,4
Cody Garrett Weeks 2
Bailey Noel Welcome 1
Emily Anne Wells 1
Aubrey Claire Werner 2
Josiah E. Wheat 1
Kayla Anne Wheeler 1
Taylor Michele White 5
Joshua Caleb White 2
Leah Michele White 2
Curtis Allan White 1
Tisha Marie Amboline Whittington 1
Kial Elizabeth Whitton 2
Alexis Tonee Wiggins 2
Kallyn Taylor Wilkins 3
Kiara Helena Williams 3,5
Ashley Coral Wilsford 3
Naomi Nicole Windom 2
Ryan Isabel Winkler 14
Ana M. Yanez Diaz 2,4
Aspen Jaide Young 3
Jacqueline Zamora 3
Kinsey Ehren Zittrer 3,4
2LT CHRISTIAN RODGERS
Second Lieutenant Christian Rodgers grew up in Willis, Texas and is graduating with a Bachelor of Science in Psychology with a minor in Military Science. Christian is a first-generation Bearkat and first-generation Army Officer, who will serve in the National Guard as a Chaplain Candidate with aspirations of becoming an Army Chaplain.

2LT CODY WEEKS
Second Lieutenant Cody Weeks grew up in Huntsville, Texas and is graduating with a Bachelor of Science in Criminal Justice with a minor in Military Science. Cody is a first-generation Bearkat and first-generation Army Officer, who will serve on active duty as an Ordinance Officer.
The hands hold and present the flame of human creativity. The blue radiant circle represents the dissemination of creative endeavor to the world at large. In these images the important meaning-making functions of the Arts—Visual Art, Music, Theatre, and Dance—are merged with the many modes of communication that are studied and practiced in the field of media.

• Applicants through September 27, 2022
• Note: Students protected by Confidentiality are not listed.
Will Garrison Gregory
Arnoldo Guerra
Josue Abisai Guerra
Elijah Immanuel Barangan Guevarra
Kayla Anne Gulley
Trinity M. Hardy
Elizabeth Marie Hayes
Micah Jahmel Hepburn
Tyler Joseph Hermes
Blas Alonso Hernandez
Samuel Hernandez
David Brodie Hickerson
Brianna L. Higgins
Carolina Jaen
Annmarie Estelle Janning
Brandi Joy Erica Jones
Joshua Michael Jones
Mary Elizabeth Jones
Walker Frank Kalinowski
Mahsa Kardani
Marina Kerikous
Emily Nicole Korcuska
Zaria Nashae Laddie
Alice Fae Langham
Katelyn Marie Larsen
Sarah Anne LeBlanc
Alyssa Ler Ee Lee
Sheeyla Lerma Munoz
Coby Wayne Lobaugh
Kaiden Rae Loep
Graciela Montserrat Lopez
Rachael Anna Lund
Darnel Jerome Reyes Mafnas
Emily Noelle Manthei
Jeffry Alejandro Martinez
Hannah Elizabeth Mascorro
Madison Charise McKnight
Amanda Kay Mechell
Rodrigo Mendoza
Braden Stuart Meyer
Kameron Robert Mills
Jada Desiree Anne Morgan
Karley Jane Morris
Nicholas Alexander Morris
Parker Scott Myers
Alejandro Navarrete
Paula A. Navarro
Laura Elena Navarro-Salazar
Seth Zander Neal
Kalista Jin-Young Nguyen
Katherine Grace Nunciato
Gresia Rubid Nunez
Wendy Olewe
Joshua Pardo
Austin Peery Patrick
Sara Hunter Perez
Erin Marie Pope
Jacob R. Pruett
Emily M. Puerto
Henry Louis Reynolds
Tony Rincon
Abigale Marie Robinson
Megan Isabelle Robinson
Giovanni Antonio Rodriguez
Lucinda I. Rodriguez
Steven Joseph Romero Jr.
Celine Isabelle Roque
Carolynn M. Rose
Javon Dale Rougely
Jade Lynzee Salinas
Gracie Nicole Sanders
Matthew T. Sandifer
Katelyn Noelle Searcy
Kristin Renee Shires
Rashad Kamaul Simmons
Sydney Simone Simmons
Christopher B. Smith
Samantha Rae Soukup
Lola Breanna Stewart-Morris
Wei Lin A. Sullivan
Serena Tanner
Michelle Jolie Vandamme
Christian Alberto Velasquez
Flor De Violeta Velasquez
Reanna M. Waddell
Brianna Michelle Ware
Savannah Leigh Warnement
Sapphire Lizaette Washington
Nicholas Chase Webster
Destiny Jane M Whitaker
Taylor Michele White
Joshua Chandler Williams
Rayne Lea Williams
Victoria M. Wright
Jessica Wyatt
The globe represents the international economy and the development of international trade and exchange. The handshake represents the human commitment to teamwork, leadership, diversity, and ethical business practices. The bar and line graphs represent the financial markets and the use of data in the pursuit of quality, efficiency, and effectiveness.
BACHELOR DEGREES

Syed Zakiriah Abbas
Hala Jamil Abou-Khadra
Jayline Breseyda Adame
Zachary William Adams
Oreoluwa Adeleke Adeyeye
Sebastian Aguirre
Haley Ann Allen
Kathy Ann Allen
Hannah N. Anderson
Kimberly Anne Anderson
Lauren A. Arambula
Isaura Arellano
Giselle Arriaga
Grace E. Atkins
Ashton Felicia Bailey
Titus Lee Bailey
Rhonda Saint Bane
Cecilia Idalma Banegas
Ashley Shantel Banks
Ziomara Barahona
Valerie Love Barboza
Weston R. Beckman
Isaiah Michael Bell
Cristian Beltran Belman
Charles Connor Birkes
Trey David Birkner
Margaret Hayes Black
Lauren Ashley Bobbitt-Gray
Kaitlyn Alyse Bocox
Leslie Bonilla
Harlye Brighton Bonorden
Ethan Elliot Bowles
Megan Clarice Bremer
Kari Michelle Brown
Cristi Michelle Broyles
Camianne E. Buell
Ethan Lane Burchett
Klausen Bushi
Warren A. Cannon
Kimberly Dean Carr
Kory Ajalon Castle
Breonna D. Cloud
Bryana N. Coaton
Dalton Reid Daniel
Christian Lynn Davis
Shelley E. Dawson
Jimena Andrea De Los Santos
Elizabeth Dean
Elisa Marie Del Toro
Maria De Jesus Delgado
Christopher Sergio Disevo
Gabrielle Nicole Dore
Alexis Nicole Edwards
Carlos Eduardo Encinas Gonzalez
Antonio William Estrada
Christopher Tyler Everhart
Chadney Lee Ferguson
Carlos J. Fernandez
Cesar Omar Flores
William Ryan Fortner
Matthew Ryan Furlan
Alfonso Garcia
Robert John Garcia
Sadie Suzanne Garcia
Samantha Sylvia Garcia
Xavier T. Glenn-Stoneham
Jamie Elaine Goerlitz
Charles A. Gonzalez
Juan Manuel Gonzalez Jr.
Ashli Brinn Goss
Lexsee A. Grant
Tra’Kaila Katrese Graves
Sariah Arie Green
Tra’Von C. Green
Vanessa Lynne Griffith
Kassee L. Grissett
Karen Guarcas
Jennifer M. Gutierrez
Samantha Kalyn Halbert
Tyler Marcell Hammond
Fnu Hanapiah
Cory Logan Harper
Haley Michelle Harrison
Matthew Khamis Hawileh
Kendall M. Hayes
John Thomas Hendricks
Eric Nehemia Hernandez
Perla M. Hernandez
Victoria Estefani Hernandez
Arleth Y. Herrera
Justin Josep Herrin
Jonathon Carson Hewitt
Angela Marie Hovis
Nicholas Edward Hudzinski
Shaundreya L. Hurd
Blair Li Na Jacobusse
Daniel James Jr.
Jordyn Reese Jasperon
Keanna D. Jefferson
Jace Lee Jensen
Jeffery Holt Johnson Jr.
Tedric L. Johnson
Julia Karina Johnston
Ajah M. Jones
Rhonda Renee Jones
Diya Latrice Joshua
Tyler Kelley
Timothy Garrett King
Maddison Renee Kirby
Kailee Renee Kitchen
Kristina Koci
Cheyanne Marie Koehne
Luke Charles Kopech
Rochelle Jean Korpi
Cole Lehmann
Anthony Eugene Lewis
Rebecca Mae Long
Adam Lopez
Jennifer V. Lopez
Ryan Thomas Lopez
Reagan Elizabeth Macha
Yahya Aden Maigag
Lizet Villarreal Martin
Caitlyn Mackenzie Mcdonald
Katelyn Jane McKeever
Meganne Ruth Meeler
Grace Elizabeth Merrill
Victoria J. Meyer
Erick N. Montecillo
Danielle A. Montross
Camryn Michelle Moore
Madeline Marie Morey
Blake B. Moulton
Jacob L. Muniz
Clara Eunice Murphy
Emily Danielle Newlon
Samuel M. Njenga
Joseph N. Nold
Sawyer Ashton Nowak
Juan Carlos Nunez
Uche Elechi Obrion
Kimberli Ann Olney
Olusegun Olubori
Peyton R. Ordaz
Brian James Orlando
Nicolas Andres Ortiz
Blaine William Panzer

• Applicants through September 27, 2022
• Note: Students protected by Confidentiality are not listed.
Devon Todd Patton
Rachel Perry
Fernando Pizano
Guadalupe Fajardo Ponce
Austin Caden Pratt
Matthew A. Prouse
Bailey Ann Puckett
Laura Itzel Reid
Britney Nicole Reynolds
Kaelyn Nichole Rhame
Jorge A. Rios
James Stuart Rodabaugh Jr.
Christopher A. Roe
Jessenia Rojo
Kendahl Ryan Ross
Pamela Russell
Sabrina Emily Rust
Angelica Mural Sammons
Bradley Michael Samples
Ahmad Sarfraz
Robert Cole Schweiker

Cassidy Alexandra Shaffer
Camille Diane Simmons
Iaian Acasio Singletary
Hannah Nicole Snider
Alexis Marie Stalinsky
Stefany Kaye Straton
Jessica Elizabeth Suber
Cierra D’Ann Sutton
Anna Tahashhi
Hassan Shahzad Tariq
William Allen Taylor
Shelby Lynn Teal
Bryan A. Thatcher Bartay
James Dexter Thatcher II
David Thompson
Halle Marie Thompson
Kieley B. Thompson
Donald Zachary Thoms
Anthony M. Torres
Joseph Abraham Tovar
Khoa Duc Tran

Nhi Thao Tran
Sadarius Jamal Trotter
Cole Steven Turner
Jessica Velasquez
Jose Alejandro Ventura
Tyler Jacob Ver Meer
Tracy L. Vick
Luz Estrella Villanueva
Ashley Nicole Villarreal
Joseph Arthur Wade
Marlana Renee Webber
Emily Anne Wells
Josiah E. Wheat
Joshua Caleb White
William Andrew Wicks
Dylan J. Wilkerson
Merissa C. Wilt
Joshua L. Wong
Elias Yarrito
Brianna Nicole Zemba
The scale represents the spirit of the Latin proverb, *Jus est ars boni et aequi,* Justice the art of the good and fair. The oak bough with 16 leaves symbolizes strength, while the olive branch with 20 leaves represents peace. The number of leaves recalls the year, 1620, when the pilgrims signed the Mayflower Compact, the first American political document, whose purpose was to preserve order by means of the principle of rule of law.

DOCTORAL DEGREES

Susan Jeanette Hoppe, PhD
“Mistreatment of Older Adults and COVID-19 in the U.S.: A Content Analysis of News Media Prior to and During the Pandemic”
Chair: Dr. Mitchel P. Roth

MASTER DEGREES

Natalie Aguilar
Kimberly Alcorta
Rebecca Jane Cary
Sydney Marie Culver
Steven James Esch
Taylor LeAnn Estrada
Amanda Frank
Dewight Fuselier
Gabriel A. Gaitan
Jessica D. Galvan
Isabel Gonzalez
Haley Jo Green
Conner Clayton Hanks
Michael Scott Hooten
India Wilday Hoover
Kaitlin McHugh Hutchison
Oscar Matthew Jauregui
Kaylee Kinser
Angela Christine Knittel
Joshua Bailon Ladesma
Casey Leigh Lewis
Hanna K. Lyons
Matthew B. Malone
Lindsay Marie Miller
Richard Alonzo Moore
Miyasha Muhetaer
Norma Graciela Navarro Reyna
Madison Kendall Seagraves
Callie R. Simpson
Daniel Lee Sisk
Kyle Conner Stewart
Kyle Ross Stewart
Sajan Singh Sudan
Mirtha Torres
Jessie Jo Van Bockel
Bianca Lizette Vela
Heberto Valentín Villarreal
Aaron M. Wagner
Jordan Alexis Walker
Madison Michelle Westbrook
Lakeashia Evette Williams
Cailyn Alyssa Wilson

• Applicants through September 27, 2022
• Note: Students protected by Confidentiality are not listed.
BACHELOR DEGREES

Jessica Ann Abbe
Hannah Elizabeth Abbott
Kevin I. Acosta
Colton Tanner Adams
Lorena A. Aguilar
Grace Aguirre
Ayowalemi O. Akinyamoju
Marwa Al Jafar
Delmy I. Alberty
Jesse Margaret Alejandro
Emilee Grace Alexander
Helga Elizabeth Alexander
Kameron Jacob Alexander
Amiya M. Allen
Shannon J. Allison
Kaitlin Marie Alston-Schintgen
Leah Sierra Alvarado
Ranchel Aleli Alvarado
Lucero Amaya
Camryn Lee Amling
Allisha Lynn Anderson
Tyra Victoria Anderson
Juan Jose Armendariz
Alfonso Avila
Marquesia Lavette Baker
Jose Luis Banda
Karina Barcenas
Joseph Alexander Barnett
Gustavo Barrera
Lesley Ann Barrientos
Monica Barrientos
Carly Bartee
Jacob Henry Beard
Ryan Andrew Beery
Angela Boudreaux
Erin Elizabeth Boyd
Madison Brook Braddy
Adrienne Elizabeth Bradley
Lauryn Elizabeth Brasher
Benjamin R. Bridgford
Reginae Danta Brown
Heidi Ann Burnett
Maykyla R. Bustos
Fernanda Victoria Caballero
Clemente Camarillo
Jaziah Austin Cantu
Alys Marie Carabajal
Barbara Yasmeli Cardona
Marianita Azusena Carranza
Ashlyn Lee Carroll
Kourtney Diane Carroll
Fernanda Casanova
Melanie Gutierrez Castellanos
Zequias Quirante Castro
Joshua Lee Ceniceros
Maxwell Tucker Chappell
Valerie Yasmineen Chavez
Cason Montgomery Cheney
Bianca Clark
Alexus Michele Clemons-Bills
Sydney Elizabeth Cohrs
Mikayla L. Colburn
Destiny Mariah Corral
Estefani Cortes
Marien Covarrubias
Lia Jacell Cox
Elizabeth Marie Craig
Christina Ann Crawford
Valerie Elaine Crawford
Clarke Edward Creekmore
Rodney Allen Cross Jr.
Kirsten Lynn Cutter
Brian Andrew Davila
Krystal Nicole Davila
Emily M. De La O
Jessica Irene De La Rosa
Ayroela Serena DeLong
Amani Mariah Denman
Amanda Gabrielle Devaul
Angelica Ashley Contreras Devera
Mody Doucoure
Misty Dawn Edwards
Camryn Elizabeth Emfinger
Gabriela Maire Escalante
Marsha V. Escalera
Santana Dominga Espinoza
John Lawrence Evans Santucci
Hykia Evette Evans
Andre Cordell Felder II
Meredith Estelle Fletcher
Carter Benjamin Forrest
Alex Je’marcus Davion Franklin
Cardencia Lenette Franklin
Jonathan Kyle Franklin
Sabrae Makenzie Fuentes
Amber Paige Garcia
Angelica Garcia
Maikayla Nicole Garner
Shelby Kaye George
Kelsey Drue Gibbs
Alexis Michelle Gilbreath
Iyania Ceria Giles
Bryce Hunter Gipple
Aaron Parker Godwin
Matthew Levi Goins
Hector Gabriel Gonzalez
Iliana M. Gonzalez
Leslie Gonzalez
Rosalia Gonzalez
Christian Stephania Gonzalez-Alfaro
Jayla Denise Good
Hunter A. Gray
Matthew Gordon Green
Kathaleen Ashley Greenwood
Krishton Antonio Greer
Gabriel Emmanuel Griffin
Jessica Guadalupe Guerrero
Marilyn Guadalupe Guerrero
Preslee Patricia Gustason
Andrew P. Gutierrez
Elena Marie Guy
Caitlyn Marie Hall
Lauren Nicole Hancock
Jackie Alyssa Harrison
Karrington Alyssie Hasty
Ethan Jay Hatch
Crystal Tran Henderson
Lena Renee Henderson
Brittny Dawn Herbelin
Hollie Estelle Herrick
LaJada Jalea Vonsha Hicks
Amy Anahi Hockin
Rini Skye Homsombath
Emily Eileen Howell
Kerry Wayne Hudson
Kyle A. Hurst
Ramon Humberto Jacquez
Doyle Keaton Jetton III
Diana Denize Jimenez
Nicholas Alejandro Jimenez
Ashley Marie Johnson
Joyelle Mone Johnson
Rashayla J. Johnson
Ian Edward Jones
Kennedy Elise Jones
Nevin Jones
Kimberly Levette Joubert
Jeovany Juarez
Taylor Nicole Keen
Marshall E. Ketterer
Heather Marie Keys
Katherine Alison Knight
Katelyn Marie Koester
Chancellor T. Leaks-Gillum
Dyson Reed Levasseur
Tamiah Dereanne Lewis
Luz Elena Limon
Regina Jo Anne Linkey
Donovan Jose Lopez
Desire Rene Love
Isabelle Jolie Mader
Ashley Maiden
Brooklyn Paige Marek
Corey M. Markoski
Jacqueline Martin Del Campo
Kaylee Marie Martin
Fabian Martinez
Giselle L. Martinez
Paola Martinez
Jamari Rashaad Martinez-Tipton
Jenna Michelle Massey
Taylor Britney Mathis
Hayley Nonye Enyioha Matthews
Halie Alana Parker McKeithen
Beverly Ann McCagg
Mackenzie K. Mcdonald
Mary Svetlana McGowan
Katrina Marie McGuire
Braden Erik Meismer
Merary Lisseth Mejia
Oliver Maxwell Merriman
Luis Anthony Meza
David Ryan Miller
Angela Monsivais
Jasmine M. Montalvo
Arianna Marie Montieth
Jonte Darnell Moore
Kimberly Dyan Moore
Alimera Dazia Morales
Caroline Grace Muirheid
Oscar Israel Muniz
Valarie Elladora Myers
Chrisell A. Navarrete
Tiffany Navarro
Taylor Kate NeSmith
Madison Mae Newton
Tabatha Renea Nichols
Raaven Lashay Normand
Calvin Michael Stephen Novotny
Carie Lynne Ojeda
Misturah Temilola Oladunni
Hector J. Olguin
Baret Evan Ortega
Makiya Eliasia Owens
Amber Nicole Pace
Calvin Pantich
Aditi Tushar Patil
Jaime Cain Pearce
Lexus Maliah Perales
Cierra Haley Pina
Christine Lorraine Pineda
Gina Marie Plagianos
Manuel Ponce
Andrea Posada
Sidne Alise Power
Alexa Nicole Primacio
Kiara Lyn Pryor
Esther Quilo
Jose David Ramos
Kerstyn Avery Ramsey
Adan Rebollar
Holden Wesley Reese
Jamie Christine Reil
Travis Christian Reinecke
Amber Lynn Reyes
Eslayered Fernanda Reyes
Marianne Reyes
Lydia C. Reyna
Catherine Jarrell Rice
Zachary Z. Rice
Nya Mone Richardson
Kenton Lesley Ritter
Clarissa Milagros Rivera
Tabitha Monique Rivera
Latrice Renee Robinson
Beau Ray Rodriguez
Celeste Rodriguez
Maximiliano Rodriguez
Dizia Yuritzi Romero
Jesus Ruben Rosillo III
Ryan Nicole Rummage
Nicholas Raphael Russell
Addison F. Saenz
Jacob R. Sailer
Helen Salazar
Lizbeth Salazar
Alexis Clemente Samaniego
Yaire Sanchez
Raeanne Marie Sandefer
Miranda Amelia Sandoval
Pricilla Marie Sandoval
Ashlyn A. Segovia
Lola J. Sehak
Julia Marie Quirce Sevilla
Aja Benet Sherwood
Trey Parker Shoemaker
Thomas Allen Siarski
Lauren Emily Siegmund
Juan Silva
Tyler Seth Simmons
Elissa Ann Simpson
Riley S. Skains
Elizabeth Skinner
Breuna Kristine Smith
Corbin Lawson Smith
Michelle Minnette Smith
Karah Rae Soliz
Abigail Virginia Sorelle
Myra A. Sotelo
Evelyn Soto
Alexandra Sparkman
Lawson Wade Spencer
Bianna M. Srubar
Justice M. Starling
Kacie Vontrice Starr
Dana J. Stubblefield
Lacey Madison Sylvester
Alexander Michael Szostak
Kole Philip Taylor
Taylor Dawn Teamann
Katie Irene Thomas
M’Kenzees Naechele Thomas
Lex Allen Thompson
Marty Wayne Thompson
Moll Raye Thompson
Danielle Grace Tindall
Rachael Marie Tinsley
Emily Katherine Tipton
Maria Lourdes Tirado Garcia
Marcos A. Tise
Daniela D. Toledo Avila
Naomi Torres
Perla Angelica Torres
Trina Lynn Trevino
Makuo Kaosi Uzoma Ubajaka
Izabella Christine Urbani
Valeria Valencia Benitez
Isabel Varela
Anthony Ray Vasquez
Erin Nicole Vaughn
Adrian Velazquez
Leslie Abigail Villalpando
Fidel Joaking Vizcaino
David Voyles
Alana Nicole Walker
Heather Viola Wallace
Treliyah Sharmayne Ann Washington-Aclipse
Chris Ovon Weaver
Cody Garrett Weeks
Aubrey Claire Werner
Enaya Janae White
Haden Walker White
Tisha Marie Amboline Whittington
Kial E. Whiton
De’Aijia Sade Williams
Jaylen Williams
Kiara Helena Williams
Elijah Daniel Wimberley
Naomi Nicole Windom
Luke Aaron Woollen
Ana M. Yanez Diaz
Jacqueline Zamora
DOCTORAL DEGREES

Sehrish Aman Ali, PhD
“A Qualitative Exploration of Licensed Professional Counselors’ Therapeutic Relationships Working with Clients with Body Image Concerns”
Chair: Dr. Jeffrey M. Sullivan

Stephanie Michelle Argueta, EdD
“Differences in the Mathematics Achievement of Texas Grade 3 Emergent Bilingual Students as a Function of Their Economic Status, Ethnicity/Race, and Gender: A Multiyear Statewide Study”
Chair: Dr. Cynthia Martinez-Garcia

Misti Michelle Babino, EdD
“A Qualitative Vision of a Quantitative World: The Perceptions of Board-Certified Behavior Analyst and Their Contributions to Texas Public Schools ”
Chairs: Dr. Julie P. Combs and Dr. Kristina Vargo

Tershundrea Branch, PhD
“Decreasing Bias by Changing Perceptions: An

Experimental Study Addressing Preconceptions Among School Counselors ”
Chair: Dr. Jeffrey M. Sullivan

Hannah Elizabeth Dietrich, EdD
“The Effects of Teachers Communicating the Value and Importance of Content: A Single Case ”
Chair: Dr. Chase Young

Madison Elyse Edgar, EdD
“Harley Quinn Comics and Adolescent Female Readers: An Analysis of Gender Representation and Interpretation”
Chair: Dr. Patricia Durham

Susanne Rebecca Gaal, EdD
“Mental Health Strategies and School Safety: Strategies to Improve Student Mental Health in Texas Public Schools”
Chair: Dr. Matthew Fuller

• Applicants through September 27, 2022
• Note: Students protected by Confidentiality are not listed.
DOCTORAL DEGREES

Kienia Markia Green, EdD
“The Relationship of the Inventory of Learning Styles and Student Academic Achievement in Online Graduate Courses”
Chairs: Dr. Melinda Miller & Dr. Jalene Potter

Matthew David Griffin, EdD
“Differences in Exclusionary Discipline Consequences for Grades 4 and 5 Girls: A Texas Multiyear Statewide Investigation”
Chair: Dr. John R. Slate

Selina Ann Hernandez, PhD
“’LA QUE SUFRE, LUCHA; Y LA QUE LUCHA, VENCE!’: A Transcendental Phenomenological Study of the Lived Experiences of Mexican American Women Pursuing a Doctorate in Texas”
Chair: Dr. Yvonne Garza-Chaves

Daniele Alene Jordan, EdD
“Dropout Rate Differences in Texas Alternative Education Campuses of Choice: A Statewide Analysis”
Chair: Dr. Frederick C. Lunenburg

Barbara Jan Keith, EdD
“The Relationship of Effects of First Year Seminar Course Modality on Community College Student Success”
Chairs: Dr. Forrest Lane and Dr. Gabriela Silvestre

Margo Michelle Kelley, EdD
“Inequities in the Number of Days Assigned to Girls to an Exclusionary Discipline Consequence as a Function of Ethnicity/Race, Economic Status, and At Risk Status of Texas Middle School Girls: A Multiyear, Statewide Investigation”
Chair: Dr. John R. Slate

Alisha Susan Martin, EdD
“Differences in the Writing Performance of Texas Elementary School Students as a Function of Their Economic Status, Gender, and Language Status: A Multiyear Statewide Investigation”
Chair: Dr. John R. Slate

Rhonda Dean Mason, EdD
“Differences in the Reading Performance of Texas Grade 4 Black Students as a Function of Their Gender and Economic Status: A Multiyear, Statewide Investigation”
Chair: Dr. Frederick C. Lunenburg

Oleavia Shaunte Morris, EdD
“Differences in Disciplinary Problems and Actions, School Characteristics, and Average Daily Attendance of Public Schools by Social Emotional Learning Practices”
Chair: Dr. Frederick C. Lunenburg

Rachelle Hallmark Pankey, EdD
“Dysgraphia Intervention: A Mixed-Methods Examination of a Dyslexic Dysgraphia and Motor Dysgraphia Intervention”
Chair: Dr. Lory Haas

Roberta Maria Pardo, EdD
“Development and Efficacy of a New Approach to Teaching and Learning of a Developmental Mathematics Program: An Examination of Enrollment Patterns and Success in Developmental Mathematics Courses and Progression to College Algebra”
Chair: Dr. Susan Troncoso Skidmore

Dionicia Angelica Rivera, EdD
“Online Learning Experiences of Latino Public Middle School Students During the COVID19 Pandemic”
Chair: Dr. Ricardo Montelongo

Ralph Eugene Roberts Jr., EdD
“Experimental Multiple Baseline Design”
Chair: Dr. Julie P. Combs

Jessica Susanne Scoggins, PhD
“The Impact of Adverse Childhood Experiences on Dissociation”
Chair: Dr. David Lawson

Justyn Darnell Smith, PhD
“Lived Experiences of Gay Black Men vicariously exposed to the Orlando Shooting”
Chairs: Dr. Yvonne Garza-Chaves and Dr. Jeffrey M. Sullivan

Shawna G. Taylor, EdD
“Emergent Bilinguals Who Beat the Odds: A Study of Factors Related to Academically Successful High School Students Classified as EBs”
Chairs: Dr. Debra Price

Danielle N. White, PhD
“Lived Experienced of Counselors Working with End of Life Clients”
Chair: Dr. Chi-Sing Li

Natasha Barber Young, PhD
“The Impact of Father Absence Factors on the Psychosocial Development of Black Adolescents as Perceived by University-Attending Black Young Adults”
Chairs: Dr. Jeffrey M. Sullivan and Dr. Susan Henderson
MASTER DEGREES

Krystal Lee Ann Baker
Shurhonda Nicole Banks
Victoria Megan Banmiller
Leysla Barbosa Verdinez
Shelby Nicole Barrow
Shelby Brette Belt
Diana Poss Bishop
Rachel Rayann Bonefas
Natalie Annette Botello
Sidney Plunkett Bowden
Barrosa Jorance Boykin
Toby Gabriel Brans
Jessica Renea Brent
Angelica Priscilla Buentello Gameros
Jade Bujnoch
Gretchen Kuhn Burgess
Stacey Diane Callaway
Michelle Lee Carrera
Amy Cartwright
Marita Jahaira Cavazos
Ricardo Ceballos
David Alexander Clary
Megan Kay Clegg
Ysenia Crouse
Christen Anne Cruse
Elley Del Salto
Jennifer Ann Dickson
Brittany Diane Diver
Ashley Elizabeth Dixon
Anna Larissa Dos Santos
Anna Lohanna Dos Santos
Victor David Duarte
Tiffany Dawn Ellis
Christine Lucille Escobedo
Stormi Alexus Evans
Genevieve R. Forey-Juarez
Laura Lee Frazier
Imani Tonia Gaines
Melanie Jesus Galdamez
Allison Leigh Garcia
Carlos Guillermo Garcia II
Nico Hop Hope Garcia-Gonzalez
Alisha Renee Gardner
Christine Elise Garner
Melanie Garza
Crachelle Patrice Gates
Maygan Marie Gilfillian
Ashley Nicole Givens
Lindsey Erin Graham
Jennifer Marie Grasty
Kari Lynn Guerrero
Emily Ann Hastings
Madison Mccall Hendrix
Latasha Henry
Alyssa K. Honer
Shon Franklin Husband
Abdulhakim Abdalazziz Husein
Alison E. Igo
Jennifer Rundio Jackson
Dana Theresse Jenkins-Post
Lynn Renee Justice
Stevens Tomston Mason Kahn
Tania Argueta Krantz
Wynitra L. Lewis
Vincenzo Matthew Locke
Damaris Nohemy Loza
Aleyah Kamille Lyles
Courtney Jo Mahle
Ashleigh Nicole Manion
Hector Marquez
Rebeca Martinez
Laura Elizabeth Matte
Lisa Marie McBride
Jana Gail McCarthy
Dava Cay McCarty
Hannah E. Mcdonald
Jovana Medina
Denise F. Miller
Jacqueline Nicole Miller
Jessica Danielle Monroe
Reina Isabel Monroy
Marva L. Orina
Jessica Michelle Parra
Dalia Pena
Cassidy Ann Peters
Kandice Nicole Petersen-Plyer
Sarah Elizabeth Acosta Pierce
Stephen M. Posada
Breanna Nicole Provost
Ashley Nicole Ramirez
Jessica J. Reed
Rachelle Grace Relosa
Monica Sue Reyes
Veronica Rivera
Cassandra Rachel Robertson
Darya Olya Ross
Melodi Eileen Russell
Lisa Ryan-Powell
Shelby Brook Sanchez
Mary Kathryn Scott
Anthony Jordan Seiter
Kimberly Lynn Shearer
Molly Janessa Shutt
Heather Jo Smith
Brianne Darling Sonnier
Kaitlin Leighanne Springer
Thomas Joseph Tellson
Anniina Emili Terho-Streek
Taylor A. Throneberry
Kalena K. Thwaits
Brandy Nicole Tristan
Jessica H. Truck
Cindy Umanzor
Liliana Valdez
Amanda Louise Vanier Saucedo
Austin M. Warnke
Sandra Lilia Waxman
Denee Montinique Williams
Jenna Clarissa Williams
Donna R. Wilson

BACHELOR DEGREES

Saundra S. Alexander
Cergio Alfaro
Rachael Lauren Alfaro
Inda Jenai Alley
Anna Marie Armstrong
Yaimie L. Barrera Cortez
Damaris Barrera
Bailey Nicole Bass
Katherine Elizabeth Bone
Stacey Lolley Bowman
Elizabeth Anne Bridwell
Maci Blayke Bumpurs
Nicki Renea Byrd
Ashley Marie Caballero
Martha Alicia Campuzano
Jennifer Marie Carney
Emilee Jane Cernosek
Kyleigh Rebecca Cline
Nicole Valentina Coronel
Madison Taylor Corriston
Nelymar Cortez
Blake Aubre Davis
Matthew D. Davis
Delaney Nicole Davis-Hamilton
Jarae Dela Cruz De Guzman
Alexandra Nicole Demack
Kiley Lynn Demmer
Crystal Julianna Divihorio
Riley Kendall Doerr
Gia Sharai Donahoe
Savannah Dorr
Sierra Marie Edgington
Katelyn E. Emshoff
Briana Espericueta
Alyssa Estrada
Diana Elisa Falcon
Kirsten R. Flores
Ashlyn Therese Freeman
Ellisa M. Freeman
Dezarae Rose Gonzales
Amber Jill Graham
Madeline Elizabeth Gubser
Cindy Carolina Guerra
Raven Mackenzie Gustavus
Elsa Jeanette Gutierrez Izaguirre
Reece Ann Haralson
Angelina Brooke Hare
Hannah Marie Haymark
Ashley Rachael Heid
Kassie Camren Helmbrecht
Emily Morgan Hernandez
Madison Nicole Hicks
Kaitlyn Brooke Hightower
Abigail G. Hudson
Jessica Michelle Hulen
Alexandra Christine Hulsey
Lasonta Evette Jackson
Heather Marie Johnson
Morgan Kathryn King
Mary Grace Konarik
Chasity C. Lee
Hannah Nicole Lee
Kiara Giselle Lemus Morales
Rileigh Kay Lenk
Roxanne N. Leon
Brittany L. Long
Ashton Brooke Lowry
Jessica Daisy Machuca
Kymberly Faith Martin
Malerie Melissa Martinez
Maricarmen Martinez
Bailee Nicole Massey
Mickayla Denae Mathis
Katie Morgan McClendon
Anna M. McGee
Celeste Yudith Monroy
Emilio Esteban Morales
Kathryn Nichole Murphy
Laura Madison Murphy
Jessica Marie Nahuacati Castillo
Cassandra Nicole Nelson
Patricia Olvera-Zavala
Keirstyn Hailey Osteen
Jaqueline Palacios
Felicia Gabrielle Perez
Haley Elaine Plympton
Monica Sue Pohlmeier
Arianna Colette Ramp
Jamie Lynn Reyes
Martha Rivera
Raquel Robledo
Dominique Corinne Rodriguez
Sindi Areli Rodriguez
Allyson Lauren Rooney
Erin Nicole Rowley
Catherine Mabel Salazar
Kazzandra Rico Sanchez
Mackenzie Brooke Shephard
Brittany Nicole Shields
Mallory Anne Sizemore
Anastasia Destiny Skeen
Natasha Spears
Hannah Ashleigh Stouffer
Mekayla Koryn Strahan
Virginia L. Straughter
Kayla Ashleigh Renee Theall
Leslie Renee Thomas
Jaquelyn Villarreal
Monica Alejandra Villatoro Sorto
Calla Jane Vinton
Haylee Wade
Aimee M. Walden
Diamond Washington
Kayla Anne Wheeler
Carrie Leann Whiteside
Kallyn Taylor Wilkins
Ryan Isabel Winkler
Meghan Rae Zientek
DEGREES AWARDED IN THE COLLEGE OF HEALTH SCIENCES

ATHLETIC TRAINING BS, MSAT
BILINGUAL HEALTH CARE STUDIES BA
DIETETICS MS
FAMILY AND CONSUMER SCIENCE BA, BS, MS
FASHION MERCHANDISING BA, BS
FOOD SCIENCE AND NUTRITION BS

FOOD SERVICE MANAGEMENT BA, BS
HEALTH BS
HEALTH CARE ADMINISTRATION BS
HEALTH CARE QUALITY AND SAFETY MS
HEALTH SCIENCES BS
HUMAN PERFORMANCE AND WELLNESS MANAGEMENT BS

INTERIOR DESIGN BA, BS
KINESIOLOGY BA, BS, MS
NURSING BSN
NURSING PRACTICE, MSN
PUBLIC HEALTH BS, MPH

The simple shape represents a water droplet or the flicker of a flame. When duplicated, the droplet becomes a lotus flower bud symbolizing long life and purity, while growth is demonstrated by the progression from small to large. The final mark demonstrates the connection of organic and inorganic, moving beyond natural, suggesting science, digital and data. These are all direct representations of our mission.

MASTER DEGREES

Barbara Alexandra Angelo
Tamaira Armstrong
Carolyn Julia Arredondo
April Lorraine Baker
Kimberly Ann Banks
Zawadi Brown
Parker Bunn
Raymond Collins
John Carlos Gonzales
Deliann K. Humes
Charlicia Johnson
Gabrielle Eden Mangiamele
Siu Ting Mo
Dana Ventura Moreno
Wezya M. Ngoma
Julia Marie Roberts
Drake Orlando Salinas
Brittyn Ashleigh Shriver
Yanni Joseph Theodosiou
Brennon L. Tibbs
Anthony Ryan Turrubiartes
Jessica Lauren White

BACHELOR DEGREES

Baby Adebanjo
David Aguilar Garcia
Brehon Akins
Leah Marie Alberto
Josette A. Allen
Melissa Gissel Almendarez Cardenas
Allyson Ann Alvarado
Leslie Evette Andrade
Eric Marvin Andrews
Siar Ahmad Anwar
Emily A. Arjona
Daisy Asemota
Dylan K. Auzenne
Boluwatiye Oyindamola Babalola
Ashley Nichole Baldwin
Cynthia Barron
Pharceni Ajanique Battle
Hailey Laniece Beachum
Heather Danielle Beaudoin
Kristin Lisette Beavers
Kaylah Victoria Benedetto
Esther Bennett
Patricia Nicolle Bernadas
Maddie Darling Biehl

• Applicants through September 27, 2022
• Note: Students protected by Confidentiality are not listed.
William Brock Bohacek
Alexander Kristofer Borremans
Em'Mia Rai'Shan Boxley
Jaden K. Boyattia
Sabrina Abigail Braden
Ashlyn Skye Braud
Vazriya Alliston Brewster-Wiltz
Mia Marie Brown
Paige Elizabeth-Jean Brown
Syndey Monet Brown
Lakendrick Dion Bryant
Rachel M. Butler
Nathaniel Ray Calderon
Cristian Ronay Calix
Isabel Celeste Cantu
Taylor Janae Carter
Zion Elisah Carter
Sarina Castaneda
Alissa Brianna Cavazos
Hannah Isabella Renee Chalmers
Keuna N. Chatman-Nelson
Simone Xilliana Chenier
Kayla Nicole Chichester
Zeeshan S. Chunawala
Jesenia Mariel Colbert
Katie Danielle Collins
Mallory Anne Compton
Diana Aritz Cortez
Brittany Nicole Creagor
Morgan Lynn Crenshaw
Travis Loren Cudworth
Benjamin Arie Culp
Adriana De Leon
Hannah Elizabeth Deeringer
Mary B. Deleon
Lauren Elizabeth Denman
Miguel Arcenio Diaz
Madison Bailey Dillon
Teresa Thi Doan
Inda Yisela Duque
Kingsley Chima Duruji
Sydney Lynnae Eddins
Emily Osathohanwen O
Edookuonghaye
Elizabeth A. Edwards
Nissi Peter Ekanem
Melanie Dominique Elkins
Allison Kate Etzler
Neyfi Carolina Fernandez
Hannah Joy Fields
Adriana Mone Fisher
Courtney Rae Fletcher
Angelique Nichelle Flores
Tiemyfieya Shaqueria Ford
Dalynica Darshae Freeman
Eli Anahi Gallo
Ashley Nicole Gamboa
Tiwonge Ganunga
Daisy Denise Garcia
Stephanie Mikayla Garcia
Caroline Reece Garlington
Haley Renee Garza
Jocelyn Abigail Garza
Linda Lizbeth Garza
Antoine Tyreece Gholson
Savannah Ruth Gideon
Christopher Dalton Gilbert
Peyton Lynn Gilmour
Xhorxhina Gjoka
Stephanie Y. Gonzaga
Laura A. Gonzalez
Miranda Michelle Gonzalez
Madeline A. Gough
Chelsea M. Granados
Jeremiah R. Granados
Chantal E. Grimaldo
Torrand Dupree Grisby
Diane Grubb
Kellie Christine Gruntz
Claudia Gutierrez
Micayla Elise Hadnot
Destiny Leeann Haliburton
Brooke E. Hamel
Charles Henry Hammonds Jr.
Cate Elaine Harris
Creona A. Havies
Rylee Paige Hazlewood
Madeline Faith Heard
JaLetha Kishon Heath
Caleb Eloy Hernandez
Gabrielle Refugia Hernandez
Jose Luis Hernandez
Joselyn Hernandez
Matthew Labra Herrera
Christie Nicole Hewett
Shelby Elaine Hibler
Jerrod D. Hicks
Felekia J. Hoeschele
Briana Nicole Holmes
Abigail A. Holub
Marina Elizabeth Honick
Madison Lee Huff
Darby Gwynn Hughes
Melissa Jasso
Amira M. Jenkins
Adrian Terron Johnson
Mah’Layzga Nhair’Ugaiye Johnson
Brianna Ajhnah-Jones
Hunter Marion-Fly Jones
Jada A. Jones
Charles Julious Joyner
Sydni Morgan Jozwiak
Savannah Leigh Juarez
Hannah Louann Kincade
Willie Wayne Kinch III
Zachary Ryan Kissinger
Madelyn Elizabeth Kretz
Quang Huu Le
Drucilla Elizabeth Lester
Vivian Nicole Lipp
Ana Karen Rebeca Lira
Autumn A. Littles
Alexa Victoria Lopez
Evelyn Susana Lopez
Dulce Esperanza Lopez- Fuentes
Jill Thomas Loria
My’Nia O’Sha Luckey
Isabel Yahaira Machado
Joseph Andrew Magalee
Vanessa Maldonado
Eric Allen Manis
Rehema Marendes
Amaya L. Marshall
Joseph Leon’Ta Martin
Magali S. Martinez
Melissa Martinez
Ruben Yazareth Martinez
Micah Maruska
Rachel S. Mathews
Rachel Lynn McClere
Adalia A. McDowell
Ally Sierra McKendree
Morgan Paige McVey
Kennedy Terrel McFerren
Paul Garretson McKinney
Monica Therese McLendon
Andrea Elizabeth McWhorter
Sarah Allie McWilliams
Ashlyn Taylor Medlin
Samantha Marie Mendoza
Anna Delane Miller
Megan Danielle Mills
Jordyn M. Mitschke
Princess Munju Monjolo
Jessica Briana Moore
Kathrin Medice Morgan
Bailey Rebekah Moss
Kiannah R. Murray
Alyssa Nikol Nail
Chadrick Bryant Padilla Naldoza
Hingriz Yanet Neeb
Marta Elizabeth Ness
Michelle Ashley Niemann
Hailey Noel
Leah Marie Odujina
Glory Chidubem Okechukwu
Epifanio Olvera
Zulma Yamileth Orellana
Landa Sullivan Owens  
Patricia Palacios  
Mikayla Dawn Passman  
Hannah Danielle Pedrami  
Cameron Matthew Perez  
Stephanie Giselle Perez  
Madison Denise Perkins  
Carlie Mae Perry  
Kayla Odett Pinto  
Lillian Plagens  
Zechariah P. Plummer  
Nohemi Daniela Ponce  
Nicole Christine Popp  
Rebekah G. Pore  
Madison Audrey Jean Prince  
Tim Mateo Pritzka  
Sidnee Nyia Rainey  
Hannah Sierra Ratcliff  
Raven Symone Renfro  
Armando Esteban Reyes  
Julissa Reyes  
Hector Alfonso Reyna  
Emma May Ritzberger  
Karmya C. Roberts  
Shayla Myana Rocker  
Maria Paola Rodriguez Nava  
Anya Rodriguez  
Jenna Cassandra Rodriguez  
Jorge Rodriguez Jr.  
Julia M. Rodriguez  
Jennyfer Romero  
Valerie Kitzia Rosario Colon  
Elisabeth Rudd  
Kassandra Itzel Ruiz Barrera  
Justin David Ruiz  
Zachary M. Rupe  
Cortney Blaine Rutter  
Desire Marie Santos  
Atinuke E. Sarumi  
Payton Libby Schoolcraft  
Ciera Danielle Sealy  
Daisy M. Segovia  
Hally Jane Shaffer  
Elexus Keaira Shelvin  
Kiara Paige Sherman  
Rachel Rae Shoemaker  
Desiree Kierra Simon  
Chloe Elizabeth Smith  
Dominique Arlesha Smith  
Jeric Jason Smith  
Joshua Devin Dale Smith  
Nathan Smith  
Paige Elizabeth Snowden  
Giovanna Antonela Soria  
Andrew R. Spenn  
Eric Joseph Stanley  
Maya L. Steamer  
Rachel L. Steele  
Tiarra L. Steele  
Jared Lee Stellbauer  
Susana Stephens  
Ray M. Stewart  
Kalynn Elaine Stigger  
Brady Lee Stults  
Krystal Ann Suarez  
Alexandria Kay Svehla  
Brennan Lea Swarts  
Ayokunle Kumba Jamie Tengbe  
Justin Terry  
Emnet Zeremariam Tesfaldet  
Tiffany Lynne Thompson  
Teylor Elise Tippins  
Ngan N. To  
Jocelyn Geralyn Tobias  
Allana L. Torres  
Lessley Dianne Torres-Guzman  
Addyson Elaine Trammell  
Kathryn Marie Trana  
Isabella Marie Trujillo  
Kori M. Tulley  
Celeste Vazquez  
Miranda Domenique Wachel  
Haley Marie Nicole Walker  
Shea Mackenzie Walker  
Alisha Kaye Walton  
Ashley Nicole Walton  
Breanna Ren’e Weatherspoon  
Bailey Noel Welcome  
Leah M. White  
Alexis Tonee Wiggins  
Sarah Renee Willard  
Emmitt L. Williams  
Tiarra J. Williams  
Ashley Coral Wilsford  
Crystal Star Wilson  
Stacey M. Wright  
Sara Eve Ybarbo  
Amy M. Ye  
Ashland Raeshell York  
Tiana D. Young  
Dorian A. Zarate  
Linda Zhu
DEGREES AWARDED IN HUMANITIES & SOCIAL SCIENCES

Clinical Psychology MA, PhD
Communication Studies BA, BS, MA
Creative Writing, Publishing, and Editing MFA
English BA, MA
French BA
History BA, BS, MA
Integrated Studies BS
Philosophy BA
Political Science BA, BS, MA
Psychology BS, MA
Public Administration MPA
School Psychology SSP
Sociology BA, BS, MA
Spanish BA, MA
Technical Communication MA

The quill connotes the importance of creative endeavors while the ruler along the rooftops illustrates a concern with the scientific method. The arched lines represent communication and its wide-reaching effects, hovering over the home, which emphasizes the importance of human bonds and of the family's formative role for the individual. Overlooking all of the other symbols are four face profiles representing the celebration of the diversity that strengthens each of the disciplines within the college.

MASTERS DEGREES
Rebecca Elena Betties
Heather Sue Bragdon
Rebekah Joy Brown Spivey
Hannah Nicole Bullard
Thomas L. Chism
Natalie Diane Coufal
Abbigayle Mykenzie Creger
Christopher William Dagostino
Lauren Ashley Daniels
Tara Lynette Daugherty
Alexander Chase English
Joshua L. Estes
Larissa Aileen Fernandez
Madison T. Flowers
Amanda Y. George
Julissa N. Gonzales
Summan Gulzaman
Tia Tyshon Hambrick
Susan Elizabeth Harrington
Mariah D. Hernandez
Angela C. Hutchison
Anthony Samuel Jackson
James Andrew Karney
James Edwin Kirkland
Courtney Lancaster
Norman Ray Langwell
Dustin Ray LeNorman
Zane William Frybert Litzmann
Casey Renee Lopez
Camila Valente Maia
Paul P. Malakar
Jovvanta J. Mason Gray
Betty Jean Mcdonald
Courtney Robin Moore
Hilary Williams Netherland
Ruby Novoa
Colt Edward Ricks
Victoria Sandoval
Tisha Ane Savannah
Nicole Erin Shumaker
Trichell D. Spikes
Michael Christopher Sproat
Trent Anthony Tobola
Elizabeth Victoria Ventura
Jenna Kathleen Wood

• Applicants through September 27, 2022
• Note: Students protected by Confidentiality are not listed.
Yaremith Acuna
Erica Janae Adams
Nicholas David Bradley Adams
Hailey Nicole Ainsworth
Josh Matthew Albright
Amber Michelle Allen
Shelby Allinson
Abigail Sophia-Michele Almendarez
Allison Kate Almond
Nachoayla Leyelle Archie
Sophia Elisa Archolecas
Noah Jacob Armstrong
Ashley Villapando Arredondo
Rijah Atta
Latricia Rena Ausbie
Noah Tristan Barboza
Wade Barcus
Naomi M. Baum
Glenn Bender
Amaya Lynn Birch
Sara Alondra Bonilla
Alyssa Briehl Borunda
Mackenzie B. Boyd
Kayla Elizabeth Bradshaw
Alyssa Haley Bunch
Angelica D. Byerly
Yulissa Cadena
Brittany A. Cameron
Elyssa Ann Cammack
Hannah Ritchie Campbell
Lauren Rose Campoli
Joshua N. Canterbury
Gunner Colt Capps
Nia L. Carranza
Devin James Carroll
Kourtney Diane Carroll
Abigailé Anne Cashuric
Nicole Castaneda
Leslie M. Castillo
Danny Lee Cavin
Christina M. Cde Baca
Jayla V. Chambers
Haley Brooke Chatman
Arelly Cisneros
Harrison Alexander Clark
Skylar Rayne Clark
Anadel Claros
Collin M. Clayton
Braiden Jace Clopton
Heather Elise Coibion
Haley Danielle Combs
Brittany Elaine Conklin
Grace-Anne Kathryn Darby
Mauro Miguel Darosa
Heather Lynn Davis
Jared M. Davis
Jaymi A. Deans
Trinity Rae Deatherage
Leonardo Delgado
Amanda Gabrielle Devaul
Jennifer Meagan Duckett
Yasmine Alaoui Dunn
Van Feest
Emma Ryan Fentem
Ashley Lynn Field
Rachel Ann Flessas
Kelcy Layne Fontenot
Logan Gunar Fugler
Logan Taylor Galle
Genesis Aglae Garcia
Lantes Roxanne Garcia
Maria E. Garcia
Rudie Alejandra Garcia
Lauren Antoinette Gobeil
Angela Yvette Gonzalez
Karina N. Gonzalez
Violeta Gonzalez
Jourdan J’Lee Grissom
Steven Taylor Gruss
Izabella Guerrero
Kelli Marie Gutierrez
Summer Renee Hacker
Nicholas Ryan Haddox
Gabriela Ham
Oreanna S. Harleston
Autymn Madison Harrell
Skylar Hartlein
Lucero Alejandra Hernandez
Hailey K. Hinz
Sydni Claire Hodges
Erika Brannon Hoffpauir
Melissa Holezteck
Megan Rochelle Holroyd
Samuel House
Caleb J. Houseman
Korin Yaneth Ibarra
Mary Elizabeth Ithil
Christina Lashae Jefferson
Jared Owen Jeter
Joseph Ronald Johnson
Kassie Johnson
Katie Kay Johnson
Tristan Lee Jordan
Armando Lee Juarez
Carson Blake Kalka
Amna I. Khan
Allison Monaghan King
Cameryn James Kinney
Sara Makenzie Kirk
Madison Bailey Klaus
Reagan Nichol Koretzky
Mallorie Rae Kostak
Catherine Grace Krieger
Tatum J. Krueger
Shelby Dawn Laird
Gracie E. Lambright
Zachary Michael Landis
Aracely Lara
Mariana A. Lassen-Bradford
Arif Justin Law
Jaime Jesus Leija
Jordan Leigh Lockard
Cheyenne Nicole Luna
Lacey Michelle Mair
Grace Elia Maldonado
Kaylee Marie Martin
Hayley Nonye Enyioha Matthews
Jailyn A. Mays
Sarah Joann McCool
Jasmin Rebeka McCreary-Russell
Tina Roscher McGlory
Madison Maree McAdams
Devin Hollis McCleskey
Sarah Ann McCourt
Courtney Brooke McGee
Emily Catherine Meinke
Yvonne B. Melton
Emily Beth Merka
Tyler Scott Mewbourne
Bailey Aleyea Mills
Dakota Ryan Mills
Katherine Morales
Bryan Wylie Morgan
Devin Lexis Muy
Ali Muhammad Naqvi
Renita Nicole Navy
Broderick Deshawn Nixon
Jalen Andrew North
Hailey Marie Pena
Halee Marie Pena
Miriam Noelle Pena
Ashley Estela Perez
Allison Marie Phillips
Rikeisha Rashon Potts
Cristina Michelle Powell
Susan Laura Pratt
Nadia Rahman
Amber Marie Ramos
Jose David Ramos
Kailan N. Randle
Ashlei Mekel Rasmussen
Mariam Rau
Susan N. Reagan
Conor Hardin Reed
Jazrayvien Sheteyah Reed
Stephanie D. Reyes
Lydia C. Reyna
Amy N. Riggins
Hannah M. Roberson
Kristina Marie Robinson
Avery Morgan Rock
Christian Luke Rodgers
Heather Ann Rogers
Mario Antonio Romero
Kendahl Ryan Ross
Yelayna Alexia Rossi
Vangogh Jovan Rucker
Abigael Elizabeth Schuessler
Brandon D. Scott
Brandy Nicole Scott
Amanda Louise Seamans
Jacora Doriencia Sears
Ashlyn Senglaub
Kylie Marie Sepe
Norli Tais Servin
Jade A. Shields
Suzanne Del Carmen Sibouyeh
Lauren Emily Siegmund
Juan J. Sierra Gamba
Alyssa R. Simmons
Megan Nicole Simonsen
Tyra M. Simpson
Zarruss O. Smith
Jessica Snell
Sha’Kendra M. Snell
Allyson Renee Snowden
Abbie Grace Speight
Ashley E. Spence
Emily Lyn Spencer
Jo-Ria C. Stjohm
Elizabeth Avery Stokes-Kujawa
Bikesh Suwal
Shelby Lynn Schroeder
Zachary Joseph Tharling
Miranda Renee Thomas
Joshua Tolbert
Marlon A. Torres
Selina June Marlis Tozzi
Aubrey R. Trevino
Sherrianne Marie Truex-Cabrera
Tristan Blake-Lee Van Pelt
Neyla Lizet Vazquez
Samantha Giovanny Villarreal
Vanessa Anne Villarreal
Madison S. Villarreal
Rachel Irene Walker
JaLia Michelle Washington
Maria Elizabeth Watkins
Shakenya Renee Webb
Elizabeth West
Savanna Hailey Whited
Mackenzie Leigh Whihte
Kaylin Alene Williams
Akirolyn Necorlest Wilson
Riley Keegan Windham
Alyssa L. Zimmermann
Kinsey Ehren Zittrer
DEGREES AWARDED IN SCIENCE & ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

Agricultural Business BS
Agricultural Communications BS
Agricultural Engineering Technology BS
Agriculture MS
Animal Science BS
Applied Arts and Sciences BAAS
Biology BA, BS, MA, MS
Biomedical Sciences BS
Chemistry BS, MS
Composite Science BS
Computing and Data Science MS
Computing Science BS
Construction Management BS
Cybersecurity BS
Digital and Cyber Forensic Science PhD
Digital Forensics MS
Electronics and Computer Engineering Technology BS
Engineering Design Technology BS
Engineering Technology BS
Environmental Science BS
Forensic Chemistry BS
Geographic Information Systems MS
Geography BA, BS
Geology BS
Information Assurance and Security MS
Interdisciplinary Agriculture BS
Mathematics BA, BS, MA, MS
Mechanical Engineering Technology BS
Physics BS
Plant and Soil Sciences BS
Software Engineering BS
Statistics MS
Sustainable Agriculture and Food Environment MAG

The three columns represent the concept of civilization based on knowledge of the sciences, humanities, and arts. The triangles around the edge represent the disciplines taught in the College of Science and Engineering Technology. The stepped levels represent the bachelor, master’s, and doctoral degree programs offered by the College of Science and Engineering Technology.

MASTERS DEGREES

Dorcas Temitope Adetoyinbo
Sanjeda Akter
Andrew Tyler Aoueille
Teresa Isabel Aviles
Geraldo De Guzman Banaag
Stephanie Laura Beane
Jacob Dylan Brandon
Megan Taylor Bell Burch
Jewel Marie Coffey

Jonathon Elias Corral
Daniel Sean Doucet
Amber Megan Gentry
Rachel Deming Hansen
Geoffrey Richard Hartnell
Carley Rae Howell
Morgan Ada Johnson
Rachel Marie Johnston
Javier Jovanny Leija
Sarah Kaitlyn Luke

Sujina Manandhar
Rachel Elizabeth Meyers
Kenneth Jhune Nobleza
Rachel Melissa Porter
Christopher Daniel Rodriguez
Gelso Rosa
Abijeet Singh
Tin Thanh Vo
Robert Cary Wilson

• Applicants through September 27, 2022
• Note: Students protected by Confidentiality are not listed.
**BACHELOR DEGREES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Oscar Alonzo Acosta</th>
<th>Lauren Nicole Brooks</th>
<th>Ryan Anthony Dolezal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nikhil Kashyap Adhikari</td>
<td>Jonathan Thomas Buckner</td>
<td>Angelica Lynn Dominguez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faith Nana Ama Adjei-Sarpong</td>
<td>Cristian A. Bueno Vazquez</td>
<td>Justin Wayne Dousay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emary Aguayo</td>
<td>Haven Raeann Burrous</td>
<td>Jared L. Elledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lucero Maribel Aguilera</td>
<td>Aznavet Cabrera</td>
<td>Kelly Ann Elpers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conrad Matthew Albrecht</td>
<td>Dylan Matthew Cahoe</td>
<td>Kyra Michelle England</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily M. Alvarado</td>
<td>Angelica Gabrielle Camacho</td>
<td>Travis Wesley Felder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ronaldo Alvarez Martinez</td>
<td>Kimberly Ann Cameron</td>
<td>Collin Walker Fishburn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ricardo Ambriz</td>
<td>Diana H. Canchola</td>
<td>Elizabeth Faith Fleming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zachry Daniel Anaya</td>
<td>Cameron Michael Cannon</td>
<td>Karla Veronica Flores</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logan Alec Andrews</td>
<td>Klarissa Maria Cantu</td>
<td>Leia Nicole Flynn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexis Alondra Apolinar</td>
<td>Seth Ellis Cardenas</td>
<td>Justin Lloyd Franklin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irvi Arteaga</td>
<td>Miguel Alejandro Castaneda</td>
<td>Jasmine Marie Frechel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hunter Wayne Bagwell</td>
<td>Ciara N. Clark</td>
<td>Emma Patricia Garcia Lopez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Logan Baird</td>
<td>Shani Karys Coppedge</td>
<td>Nathalie Garcia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louise Barros</td>
<td>Natalee Ada Cormier</td>
<td>Da’Vante Jawun Gardener</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peyton Layne Berry</td>
<td>Janae Florence Courtney</td>
<td>Kealey Caitlyn Gardner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whitney B. Berry</td>
<td>Benjamin Yount Dawson</td>
<td>River Tristan Garza</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chylan Ayden Blair</td>
<td>Todd Joseph De Luise</td>
<td>Jamie A. Gaspar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Colby Boettcher</td>
<td>Charience Nicole Dela Cruz</td>
<td>Sarah Esther Gentry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wesley Alden Book</td>
<td>Julie Nicole Delafuente</td>
<td>Alie Anna Gerber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Savannah Cherelle Boyd</td>
<td>Murat Demircali</td>
<td>Cody Michael Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Paul Bransom Jr.</td>
<td>Jaclyn Abigail Dickerson</td>
<td>Devin Garrett Glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cole E. Brast</td>
<td>William Tyler Diezi</td>
<td>Astrid Sarai Gonzalez</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Kade Michael Goodwin
Taivon Jquez Gordon
LeAnna Nikole Graham
Janessah I. Gramajo
Luke G. Greene
Jonee Danielle Hannam
Jacob Lawson Harmon
Haviland Reece Harris
Janell Lashae Harris
Nia S’imone Harris
Stephanie Alise Helmick
Eva Soledad Hernandez
Giovanny Hernandez
Lorena Hernandez
Luis Julio Hernandez Jr.
Zenia Hernandez
Taylor Grant Hoelscher
Allyson Joy Holder
Madison Rose Holik
Madelion K. Holman
Kristopher George Hoskin
Brittany Lynn Howell-Colon
Brittany Alexis Hurd
Haven Leighton-Hymes
Genesis Iraheta
Alyssa Joan Johnson
Hayle Elizabeth Johnson
Jack David Johnson
Carlee A. Jones
Cobi Robert Jones
Patrick Ryan Jordan
Dylan Michael Kent
Anjali Malati Khisty
Kaan Kirbiyik
Rebecca Ann Krejci
Matthew Tyler Lapaglia
Cassidy Alexandra Larsen
Yeh-Lun Lee
Courtney Lynn Lewis
Kayla Daniele Long
Logan Michael Lowery
Alien Mathew Madathil
Samantha Martinez
Zoe Gehred Matranga
Jessica Renee Mayhew
Karli Anne McClelland
Tyler Alvin Mcdonald
Michael Wallace McGuire
Darian Cain Medran
Lidia D. Melendez
Clay Russell Mertink
Mckayla Elizabeth Miertschin
Jerin Beth Milam
Ethan B. Minchew
Daniel James Minke
Jonathan Edward Montrose
Danielle Martina Moya
Louanne Jaqueline Mozer-Sallo
Eduardo J. Navarro
Mitchell W. Nickerson
Simon E. Nicolas
Dorcas Nii-Larsey
Khalid Samir M Noman
Emily Elizabeth Norsworthy
Chad W. Novark
Timothy Sloan O’Brien
Berk Ozbagatir
Angelique Andrea Page
Cody Garrett Parker
James Christopher Patrick
Sydney Alexis Paul
Taylor Marie Pennington
Benjamin Reding Phillips
Kolby L. Potts
Mackenzie Elain Pruitt
Curtis Russell Purifoy
Dalton Jett Quinn
Madison Rayne Ramsey
Joshua Westin Reasons
John-Thomas A. Rider
Ciara Paige Robertson
Caitlynn Danyelle Robinson
Marcos Rodriguez
Korbyn Dale Rolf
Isabella R. Sanchez
Jacqueline Sanchez
Maribel Andrea Sanchez
Megan Abigail Schooler
Krista Rose Schulz
Nicholas Ryan Serrato
Emily Elizabeth Shands
Melissa Myung Sims
Montana Temple Smith
Nadira Brielle Smith
Keller James Southard
Ronald Joseph Spanos
Bryan Edward Spruell
Harley Lee Stabler
Luke M. Stanaland
Grace Marie Stegemoller
Haley P. Strnad
Nicolas C. Stubblefield
Courtney Morgan Sumaya-Herrera
Brianna Lee Tait
Cheyenne Laquel Tant
Josceline Romanielle Magtaan Tenido
Bianna Noel Thompson
William T. Tolar
Nicholaus Anthony Traylor
Preston Duy Truong
Rohan Udas
Karl Isabella Valencia
Abigail C. Van Lammeren
Sabrina Shandell Vazquez
Jacqueline Arleth Ventura
Tristan Bruce Waggoner
Derek Wagner
Morgan Walker
Alexandra Nichole Ware
Kristen Elizabeth Washington
Jayden Edward Webb
Madie Elizabeth Welch
Patty Lynn West
Sarah Elizabeth Westbrook
Caden D. Whigham
Westin Kelley Whitaker
Curtis Allan White
Enaya Janae White
Joshua David White
Kenyon Rashard Whiting
Julia Grace Wiederrecht
Olivia Wilhite
Amaya E. Williams
Delaney Marie Williams
Zachary Shane Willis
Kaylah L. Wilson
Willem J. Wilson
Charles James Ybarra
Aspen Jaide Young
William Thomas Young
The SHSU Alumni Association is your Bearkat connection and exists to serve and sustain the SHSU alumni network of over 140,000 alumni worldwide. Connecting with your alumni network is your most valuable SHSU asset—right up there with your degree. Ultimately, a strong alumni network enhances the value of your SHSU degree.

Download the SHSU KatApp in the Apple store or Google Play store to manage your alumni association membership and enjoy member only discounts nationwide. Other advantages of membership include:

- Invitations to exclusive events
- Alumni publications and e-newsletters
- Traveling Bearkats program
- Networking and volunteer opportunities
- Regional clubs and special interest groups
- Alumni exclusive pre-game tailgates

Serving the best interest of our members is a top priority, and it is our hope that you find your membership worthy of continuing for years to come. Whether you become a life member at the new graduate rate of $500 (50% off) or choose to renew your membership each year, you are important to the Alumni Association and the university. We need your continued support each year to ensure SHSU remains an outstanding public university.

Follow us on Instagram and Twitter @SHSUalumniassoc, Facebook @SHSU Alumni Association

Visit your alumni association at the John R. Ragsdale Alumni Center, 1605 Sam Houston Ave., online at alumni.shsu.edu, or call 800-283-7478.

Mark Tuttle, Chair
Douglas Berg, Vice Chair
Matthew Wagner, Vice Chair
Dustin Gross, Vice Chair
Edward L. Chatal
Anne Gaillard
McCartney Johnson
Stephanie Knific
Kevin Morris
David Naranjo
Juan Nunez
Scott Plugge
Richard Rodriguez

ARMS AND MEDIA
Jonathon Bryson
Nicholas Graves

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Jonathan Breazeale
Xiaoman Duan
Kurt Jesswein
Steve Johnson
Hadley Leavell
Bala Maniam
Jeff Strawser
Robert Stretcher

CRIMINAL JUSTICE
Andia Azimi
Jay Coons
Jurg Gerber
Cassandra Gonzales
Peter Lehmann
Russell Lundberg
Holly Miller
Michael Vaughn
Rita Watkins

EDUCATION
Alma Contreras-Vanegas
Daphne Johnson
Joyce McCauley
Melinda Miller
Diana Nabors
Jalene Potter

HEALTH SCIENCES
Laura Burleson
Patrick Davis
Jennifer Didier
Linda James
Rosanne Keathley
Jose Santiago

HUMANITIES & SOCIAL SCIENCES
Courtney Banks
Hillary Langley
Bernadette Pruitt
Feu Lopez Montse
Lee Miller

SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
Ross Guida
John Harris
Shyam Sivankutty Nair
Tarek Trad
Joel Walker

USHERS
Diana Brown
Ashton Mouton
Steve Nemninger
Joey Robertson
Laura Sullivan
Christopher Thompson